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What Should an Introduction 
to 
Natural Resources Course Do?
The introductory image and experience of what we do?
Lecture:  who doesn’t do this?
Field: how many do this?
Four Principles
in NR100
• Everything we do in natural resources has spatial context
• Puzzles and problems are different
• All subjects are connected
• Communication is always context bound
• we do in natural resources has spatial context
• Puzzles and problems are different
• All subjects are connected
Each Class a
Three-part
Experience
Definition: making explicit how each problem can 
be understood through questions that spur 
inquiry into identifiable realms of knowledge
Invasive 
Species
Lecture 
and Field  
Examination
Each Class a 
Three-part
Experience
Discovery: examining assumptions upon which the 
questions are based, identifying which subjects 
could yield answers and which methods of 
inquiry should be relevant for answering the 
questions
Water Quality
Class and
Field Exercise
Each Class a 
Three-part Experience
Documentation: 
communicating findings 
of the team’s 
investigative processes in 
appropriate forms for 
the variety of audiences 
likely to be concerned 
and engaged with each 
environmental challenge.
Wk Topic Activity
1 Challenges USGS Map Exploration
2 Pathfinding Curriculum Exploration
3 Spatial Technologies GIS-GPS-Digital Media Exploration
4 Sustainability & The Seven Sins of Greenwashing Home and Box-Store Inventory
5 Sustainability and Urban Ecology Campus Open Space Observations
6 Landscape History (American Forests: HR&R) Mid Term Exam Preparation
7 Genetics and Silviculture Team Management Problem Solving
8 Habitat Characteristics Centennial Campus Hike
9 Watershed and Infrastructure Relationships Observations along Rocky Branch
10 Invasive Species Campus Site Examination
11 Service Learning Project Organization and Scoping
12 Service Learning Project Field Work
13 Service Learning Project Field Work
14 Service Learning Project Team Oral Reports/ Final Preparation
Table 1. Semester Schedule of Topics and Activities
Attribute Reported Cited (n = 86)
Breadth of topics covered 7
Freedom to ask questions and explore ideas 1
Hands-on activities 51
Interaction with teams of classmates 12
Local campus issues focus on real conditions 2
Reading A Sand County Almanac 4
Service learning project 16
Writing weekly memos about experience 3
What was the best characteristic of this course, as an introduction to the 
ways we address learning about natural resources issues and their 
management?
Table 2. Responses to Examination Question 20
What was the best characteristic of this course, as an introduction to the 
ways we address learning about natural resources issues and their 
management?
• “…the learning exercises 
where we went out and 
through hands-on 
experience gained 
knowledge, not just to 
pass some test but to 
enrich our understanding 
of the world we are part 
of. This is what I think 
Leopold would have 
envisioned.”
Conclusion: active students are engaged students
“I loved the group work. 
It enabled us to learn 
from each other and 
really solve the 
problems on our own. 
Natural resources study 
is all about resolving 
issues and that’s what 
we did in class.”
